GET YOUR PROJECTS BACK ON TRACK
WITH FAST FINISH
Express Testing and Assurance Services
Imminent project deadline?
Hurtling towards a deadline and worried that your project may
fall at the last hurdle? Our Fast Finish service helps steer projects
back on track and back on budget. Together, we’ll streamline your
plan with laser focus to ensure you meet the tightest delivery
timeframes.

The core benefits
•

Gain complete visibility and
control of the path to ‘go live’

•

Manage your reputation and
track record for delivering
projects when you said you
would

•

Increase the speed of
testing (as much as 96%
faster) through story-based
testing, qualified use of test
automation and collaboration
between all parties

•

Reduce the cost of testing
by as much as 55% by only
testing what needs to be
tested (typically this reduces
test activity by 40% and
identifies defects sooner)

•

Dedicated team of testing
specialists with 1000s of
projects behind them who can
work to the tightest deadlines

A complete testing solution
•

FailFast identifies the biggest risks and brings laser focus to the
project

•

Regain visibility and control with a clear path to go live

•

Speed up testing by as much as 96% to reduce error, time and
project costs

•

Go live with confidence to meet your business case

Why consider Fast Finish express testing
and assurance?
Every day projects overrun, often due to factors outside of your
control, such as supplier issues or unplanned disturbances.
In addition, overly optimistic delivery teams can sometimes
over-estimate project progress and under-estimate delivery
timescales, leading to a race towards the finish. Whatever the
reason, when a delay occurs your project costs increase and the
go live is usually delayed.
Acutest has experience of bringing 100s of projects back on track.
No matter how late in the day. our expert testing specialists can
step in to help get your project over the line. We’ll work closely
with your third-party suppliers to improve accountability and
performance and we’ll support your delivery teams to bring in the
timeline by providing absolute focus on the things that will ensure
a speedy path to go live.

www.acutest.co.uk

enquries@acutest.com

5 steps to an express go live with Fast
Finish
1. Focus on what matters the most
A precise risk determination analysis is carried out to scope only
what MUST be tested to go live. Risk is a combination of how
likely it is to fail and the potential impact of that failure, should it
occur.

2. Understand what more is required
We identify what else needs to be tested, such as any nonfunctional requirements. We ensure these are clearly defined and
easy to understand by creating user stories and scenarios that
offer real-world examples to help define the scope of testing and
remove any ambiguity.

3. Know where you are and track progress
By reporting testing status against the risk determination analysis
and against user stories, we provide a single view from a single
‘source of truth’ test repository. Access real-time, status updates
to improve clear and unambiguous understanding.

4. Clear governance
Together, we shape and agree a clear path to ‘go live’ including:
tasks, durations, dependencies, milestones and assigned
resources. We implement a testing ‘change control’ process to
avoid un-approved delays and provide a ‘single source of truth’
for tests, test results and defects, supported by a single defect
management process. Testing exit criteria is then determined to
provide an explicit view of ‘readiness for go live’

5. Smarter testing

Why Acutest and
Trustmarque
Acutest is a market-leading
testing and quality assurance
provider with a rich history of
helping 100s of customers with
their digital transformation
and change projects. Having
joined Trustmarque in 2021, the
Acutest testing expertise paired
with Trustmarque’s 30+ years
IT transformation consultancy,
provides an unrivalled option for
those wanting to increase the
pace, precision and impact of
digital transformation.

Contact us and take
control
Regain control of your timeline
and budget, by putting highquality testing at the heart of
your projects.

Talk to your Account
Manager or visit
www.trustmarque.com/
acutest

Achieve most value by testing in highest priority sequence.
We help you adopt an incremental approach to enable testing
as soon as possible to identify defects early and bring in
automated testing where relevant. Finally, we ensure the right
test environments across applications, integration and data are in
place and leverage customer SMEs in collaborative testing.

www.acutest.co.uk

enquries@acutest.com

